'Throw-in' by Professor Sir Roy Caine FRS popular bit, playing at being doctors. These two leading students had already gained some experience of public art when they decorated a road bridge in the city. The two original students of the clown mural, assisted by their friends, completed the task in 4 months. The next achievement, by another group from the same college, was the design and execution of a ceiling mural for a gynaecological clinic. The design for this was based on Monet's Bridge in the Garden in Givemey . A new feature from this work was that the students met the staff to talk to them about the clinic's work, including latest medical developments such as laser treatments and current hospital issues. Almost immediately after the work in this clinic was finished the art department was asked if it would undertake the painting of a difficult wall, not well lit, situated at the entrance to the busy genito-urinary clinic. Here, the subject chosen by the students was that of city scenes-not the building usually illustrated in guide books but less wellknown vistas, which were treated with considerable artistic licence.
The overall project now includes art work other than pictures; for instance, two tapestries from a local artist. Apart from displays of photographs of subjects likely to be of interest to those passing by, members of the staff have given their works to the hospital (Figure 1) . The garden areas are another target for embellishment.
273 Queen Edith's Way, Cambridge CB1 4NH, England J R Soc Moo 1996; 89:720 The Addenbrooke's Art Project began in 1987 when John Stark, chest physician, Robert Whitaker, urologist, and Graham Cannon, former house governor, realized the potential of the many open areas and long corridors in Addenbrooke's Hospital, Cambridge, for exhibiting works of art. With money from the hospital's own trust fund we were able to purchase a substantial collection of Alecto prints, most of them from limited editions and signed. Also, David Gentleman allowed a limited edition of his watercolour of the old Addenbrooke's Hospital to be made for sale, and the profits from this augmented the funds, which were mostly spent to cover the cost of framing the Alecto prints, of which over 900 are now on display.
As part of the general objective of enhancing the environment within and outside the hospital we plan to build a collection of the work of local Cambridgeshire artists, and some generous gifts are now on display, the sculptures in the grounds of the hospital. With the Alecto prints we estimate there are approximately 2000 framed pictures in the hospital.
I focus here on the murals, the first of which was created by the local branch of the University of the Third Age. The members of that university's art section decorated eight large panels on the walls of the heavily used corridor that links the residences with the main buildings of the hospital, and the work greatly enhances a somewhat dismal and much used staff route. Shortly after these panels were completed in 1988 a request from a ward sister for a mural resulted in the same artists painting a picture of Sir Galahad for the ward of that name.
The success of these murals encouraged us to think of other places which would be improved by similar treatment, so it became inevitable that we should opt for further murals when we were approached by the director of art of the Sixth Form College, Hills Road, who had asked us to suggest a project for his advanced students. It was with some trepidation that we chose the 126 yard long corridor which runs from the Concourse to the Rosie Maternity Hospital for their first endeavour. Two students in particular took the initiative and produced a sketch of a sample section, the theme of which was a long rope running the whole length of the wall to be decorated with clowns performing antics on the rope-dancing or falling off-and some, the most
